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Breaking Bad News
Preparing the Setting

• Ensure privacy, uninterrupted time
• Involve significant others
• Sit down – look attentive & calm

Initiating the Session

• Summarize where things are
• Discover what has happened since pt last seen
• Assess what the pt knows & is fearful of… Before we start, I
want to ask you what you know about this problem and what
you’ve been thinking about it...
• Warn the pt that difficult info is coming… I’ve found a problem
and I want to spend some time talking with you about it… I’m
afraid it looks more serious than we had hoped…
• Gauge how much the pt wants to know… Some people like
detailed information, others just want the big picture. What
is your preference?

Sharing Information

• Give basic info simply & honestly. Repeat important points
• Align or match pt’s terminology by using words they use.
Avoid technical terms
• Give info in small chunks
• Check repeatedly for understanding & feelings
• Acknowledge pt’s feelings & respond to them
• Avoid giving too much info too early. Do not overwhelm

Being Sensitive & Empathetic to the Patient

• Learn what gives the pt hope & support those resources…
What’s really important to you now and how can we help
you do that?...
• Pause often to give pt opportunity to ask questions
• Gauge pt’s need for further information as you go. Give
more information as requested
• Empathize by ackowleding pt’s emotions
• Validate pt’s feelings by reasuring the pt that their feelings
are normal
• Check understanding of information… Would you like to run
through what you are going to tell your wife?

Planning & Emotional Support

• Identify a plan & time frame for what is to happen next
• Discuss treatment options & opinions, tempering hope with
realism
• If the pt wants to discuss the future, give a prognosis. Avoid
giving too definite a time frame
• Emphasize partnership & ally yourself with the pt… We can
work on this together...

Follow-up & Closing
•
•
•
•
•

Summarize & check for additional questions
Identify support systems, involve relatives, friends
Offer to see/tell partner or others
Make written materials available, if applicable
Document what you told the pt & relatives to facilitate
coordination of care

Tips Rehearse the beginning of the interview - go over some of the
words you will use, identify the outcomes you desire and anticipate the
patient’s questions and reactions.
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